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Gartner supply chain symposium 2019

May 13, 2019 6:30 AM East Coast Time Stamford, Conan -Gartner, Inc. (NYSE:IT) WhatGartner Supply Chain Executive Conference when May 13-16, 2019 Where JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort &amp; Spa, Phoenix, AZ details the lines between the physical and digital worlds are
becoming increasingly blurred. Traditional markets are redefined, customer expectations are constantly evolving, and the way everyday tasks are done is changing rapidly. Supply chains must now focus on an efficient convergence of their fundamental capabilities, with new and specialized
digital strategies to not only compete, but also thrive and grow in this bold new era. At the Gartner Supply Chain Managers Conference 2019, participants will learn how to build a more responsive, agile and reasoned customer supply chain to position their organizations for success today
and build for the long term. Audiences and Topics The conference is expected to attract more than 2,000 professionals and includes more than 40 Gartner analysts and 80 research-driven sessions. The audience will include primary supply chain managers (CSCOs), supply chain heads,
supply chain planning managers, logistics, infrastructure and transportation sectors, and customer fulfillment and customer service managers. The conference agenda includes 8 comprehensive routes that plunge deep into a wide range of topics focused on the most burning issues for
supply chain leaders today: supply chain strategy for supply chain planning for innovation, logistics production supply chain planning and collaboration, Gartner's keynote speakers open the keynote address: New Note: New Era - Physical and Digital Supply Chains Converge; Gartner's
analysts Amber Sully and James Lesika, keynote speech: day after tomorrow; Peter Hinsen, writer, entrepreneur and expert on innovation disrupts guest note: gravel grow: how perseverance, passion, and Pluck take you away from extraordinary ordinary; Linda Kaplan Thaler, business
leader, author, communications expert and travel details, will locate the conference for full space and travel details. SolutionThe Solution's showcase will bring together leading technology and service providers highlighting advances in technology through live demonstrations, face-to-face
meetings and dynamic presentations. A list of current presenters is available in the Presenters Guide. Journalists with full time from editorial publications are entitled to press traffic. Please contact christy.pettey@gartner.com details and register. Social media join the social media debate
through #GartnerSCC. About Gartner Gartner Ltd. (NYSE:IT), is the world's leading research and consulting firm and a member of the S&amp;P 500. We equip business leaders with vital insights, advice Tools for achieving the critical priorities for their mission today and building tomorrow's
successful organizations. The inexplicable combination of our expert-led, practitioner-derived and data-driven research steers customers to the right decisions on the most important issues. We are a trusted consultant and objective resource for more than 15,000 organizations in more than
100 countries - in all major functions, in every industry and organizational size. To learn more about how we help decision makers fuel the future of business, we're gartner.com. The world's most important assembly of CSCOs and supply chain managers™ in turn: preparing supply chains to
think and act differently. Leading players resist conventional thinking during disruptions. The most successful companies take risks in turns, which can be economic, geopolitical, environmental, social or competitive. Gartner/Xpo Supply Chain Symposium™ 2020 provides supply chain
leaders and managers with insights, strategies and mandatory frameworks they can use to build agility and resilience in systems, processes, and decision-making. Our virtual conference is the only place where you can access research-backed sessions, get expert advice on your specific
challenges, and solve problems with coworkers. Gartner/Xpo Supply Chain Symposium™ also concerns the strategic needs of supply chain managers (CSCOs) and supply chain managers. October 5-8, 2020 | Barcelona | Spain join us at the Gartner 2020 Supply Chain Managers
Symposium this October and find out firsthand how you can turn disruption into an advantage. Drop by our cell to share your planning challenges with one of our experts and explore solutions that can help you achieve your business goals. Goals.
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